This dissertation addresses the question of how various types of morpheme realization are to be coherently explained in the framework of Optimality Theory (OT; Prince and Smolensky 1993) . Special focus is put on a-templatic nonconcatenative morphological processes such as subtractive morphology and umlaut. I develop a formal theory dubbed here "Realizational Morphology Theory (RMT)".
In OT terms, regular phonological processes improve the markedness value of output, so the meta-ranking of Markedness » Faithfulness motivates such phonological alternations. In nonconcatenative morphology, however, output is phonologically more marked than the input despite of faithfulness violation. This means that phonological reshaping of a stem involved in nonconcatenative morphology cannot be explained by the Markedness » Faithfulness schema. The crucial observation is that such alternations are motivated morphologically. Significantly developing the constraint of Realize Morpheme (RM) (cf. Samek-Lodovici 1993 etc.), I claim that such nonconcatenative morphological processes are uniformly explained by the ranking of RM » Faithfulness. This ranking motivates some overt phonological change of a stem to incarnate the presence of a morpheme. The specific stem modification depends upon the particular faithfulness constraint under RM (e.g., subtractive morphology obtains if RM » Max).
RMT not only covers morpheme realization in general but also has many desirable theoretical consequences. First, various descriptive devices such as zero morphs and floating features can be dispensed with, therefore simplifying morphological theory. Second, RMT unifies affixational and nonconcatenative morphology. Third, RMT is restrictive, eliminating unlikely morphological constructions. Especially, RMT eliminates the possibility of two simultaneous stem modifications. This argument is couched in terms of harmonic bounding (Prince and Smolensky 1993:176-178) .
Alderete (1999) proposes anti-faithfulness constraints as part of the universal constraints. This proposal is made in the context of morphologically governed accentuation, but the theory is arguably designed to account for morphologically motivated phonological processes in general. Anti-faithfulness Theory is therefore a serious rival of RMT. Critically assessing Antifaithfulness Theory. I argue that it has a number of empirical and conceptual problems. Empirically, it cannot explain cases like Lardil infinitive formation. In Lardil, infinitives are derived by clipping the final vowel of a stem. Importantly, stems cannot stand as independent words. Lardil is problematic for Anti-faithfulness Theory since it is transderivational in the sense of Benua (1995) . Conceptually, the explanatory power of OT is significantly weakened. One of the strengths of OT is that various competing effects are explained through a particular ranking of intrinsically non-conflicting constraints. But the coexistence of faithfulness and antifaithfulness constraints means the mixture of intrinsically conflicting constraints.
This dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 is a general introduction, mapping out the overall goals in the context of previous work. Chapter 2 is devoted to the central development of RMT. In the remaining chapters, I exemplify and further develop RMT. In chapter 3,1 discuss morphological truncation. Chapter 4 discusses complementary distribution of nonconcatenative allomorphs. In chapter S, I examine constraint interactions leading to two simultaneous phonological realizations of a single morpheme. Finally, chaptcr 6 summarizes the main results of this dissertation.
